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Tropical Storm Risk (TSR)Tropical Storm Risk (TSR)
ll Founded in 2000, Founded in 2000, Tropical Storm Risk (TSR)Tropical Storm Risk (TSR) offers a offers a

leading resource for forecasting the risk from tropicalleading resource for forecasting the risk from tropical
storms worldwide.storms worldwide.

ll The current TSR consortium comprises experts onThe current TSR consortium comprises experts on
insurance, risk management and seasonal climateinsurance, risk management and seasonal climate
forecasting.forecasting.

Industry partners: Industry partners: BenfieldBenfield, Royal &, Royal &SunAllianceSunAlliance, , 
Crawford & CompanyCrawford & Company..

Scientific partner:Scientific partner: UCL/UCL/BenfieldhrcBenfieldhrc..



US Hurricane ImpactsUS Hurricane Impacts

                        

  

The annual mean damageThe annual mean damage
bill and its standardbill and its standard
deviation for deviation for US hurricaneUS hurricane
strikes strikes 1950-2002  is 1950-2002  is US $US $
4.8 billion and US $ 7.74.8 billion and US $ 7.7
billionbillion respectively at 2002 respectively at 2002
prices and exposures.prices and exposures.

Hurricane Isabel causedHurricane Isabel caused
damage of US $ 5.0 billiondamage of US $ 5.0 billion
(economic) and US $ 1.8(economic) and US $ 1.8
billion (insured).billion (insured).

Hurricane IsabelHurricane Isabel
16:00 UT 18 September 200316:00 UT 18 September 2003

Courtesy NASA Goddard Space Flight CenterCourtesy NASA Goddard Space Flight Center



Seasonal Forecast RelevanceSeasonal Forecast Relevance

                        

  

•• Strong correlation link (Strong correlation link (0.72; 1900-20020.72; 1900-2002) exists) exists
between US hurricane activity and insured loss.between US hurricane activity and insured loss.

•• Skilful long-range forecasts of seasonal USSkilful long-range forecasts of seasonal US
hurricane activity could be used to hurricane activity could be used to reducereduce
volatility and create an additional profit marginvolatility and create an additional profit margin..

•• Two facts have taken the edge off the use ofTwo facts have taken the edge off the use of
seasonal hurricane forecasts in businessseasonal hurricane forecasts in business
decisions to date:decisions to date:

Hurricane AndrewHurricane Andrew
Lack of confidence in the forecast accuracyLack of confidence in the forecast accuracy..



Hindcast Hindcast Link to LossesLink to Losses

Comparison ofComparison of hindcast  hindcast USUS
ACE index with ACE index with (A)(A) US US
hurricane economic losseshurricane economic losses
and and (B)(B) US hurricane US hurricane
insured losses 1950-2002.insured losses 1950-2002.

TheThe hindcast  hindcast modelmodel
anticipates the correctanticipates the correct
anomaly sign for USanomaly sign for US
hurricane economic loss inhurricane economic loss in
74% of years 1950-2002 and74% of years 1950-2002 and
for US hurricane insuredfor US hurricane insured
loss in 70% of years.loss in 70% of years.   



Business ApplicationBusiness Application

                        

  

•• Is the skill offered by  these recent advances inIs the skill offered by  these recent advances in
seasonal forecasting high enough to create anseasonal forecasting high enough to create an
additional profit margin to benefit business?additional profit margin to benefit business?

•• In collaboration with the Helvetia Patria Group TSRIn collaboration with the Helvetia Patria Group TSR
is developing a method to is developing a method to examine the businessexamine the business
relevance relevance of their monthly updated US ACE indexof their monthly updated US ACE index
forecasts for forecasts for buy and sell strategies buy and sell strategies in thein the
reinsurance industryreinsurance industry..

•• Early results show that a Early results show that a Forecast StrategyForecast Strategy which which
uses the uses the TSR early August US TSR early August US hindcastshindcasts  to decideto decide
whether to buy or sell cover gives whether to buy or sell cover gives at least a 10-20%at least a 10-20%
additional profit additional profit for both.for both.



Business StrategiesBusiness Strategies

                        

  

1.1. Always Buy - Always Buy - strategy of buying cover to reducestrategy of buying cover to reduce
volatility regardless of hurricane forecasts.volatility regardless of hurricane forecasts.

2.2. Always Sell - Always Sell - strategy of selling cover regardlessstrategy of selling cover regardless
of hurricane forecasts.of hurricane forecasts.

3.3. ForecastForecast - strategy of using the seasonal forecast - strategy of using the seasonal forecast
to decide whether to buy or sell cover.to decide whether to buy or sell cover.

4.4. RandomRandom - strategy of buying/selling cover at - strategy of buying/selling cover at
random but at same rate as the forecast strategy.random but at same rate as the forecast strategy.

FourFour reinsurance business strategies are examined: reinsurance business strategies are examined:



Modelling ApproachesModelling Approaches

                        

  

1.1. Direct MethodDirect Method  (Actual Insurance Loss Data).(Actual Insurance Loss Data).
The forecast strategy for buying or selling US coverThe forecast strategy for buying or selling US cover
is applied to time series of historical insuranceis applied to time series of historical insurance
industry loss data 1950-2002.industry loss data 1950-2002.

2.2. Indirect MethodIndirect Method  (10k Year Simulation).(10k Year Simulation).
The forecast strategy  together with a distributionThe forecast strategy  together with a distribution
of forecast errors  1950-2002 is applied to aof forecast errors  1950-2002 is applied to a
simulation of 10,000 years of modelled USsimulation of 10,000 years of modelled US
hurricane strikes and industry losses.hurricane strikes and industry losses.

TwoTwo approaches have been developed (each giving similar approaches have been developed (each giving similar
results):results):



Summary Statistics (1)Summary Statistics (1)

Obs (1900-2002) Simulation
Mean H Nos 1.60 1.59
SD H Nos 1.29 1.26
Mean US ACE 2.46 2.45
SD US ACE 2.26 2.34
Mean US ACE forecast* 2.19 2.20
SD US ACE forecast* 1.05 1.00
Mean ACE forecast error* 0.00 -0.25
SD ACE forecast error* 1.74 2.12
* 1950-2002

Obs (1900-2002) Simulation
Average total loss 2907 2910
SD total loss 6693 7980
($m as 2002)



Summary Statistics (2)Summary Statistics (2)

                  Spearman Rank Correlation Matrix
H Nos ACE obs ACE fcast Loss

H Nos 1 0.85 0.39 0.73
ACE obs 1 0.43 0.66
ACE fcast 1 0.29
Loss 1

Observed (1900-2002)Observed (1900-2002)

Simulation (10k years)Simulation (10k years)

         Spearman Rank Correlation Matrix (1900-2002)
H Nos ACE obs ACE fcast * Loss

H Nos 1 0.84 0.34 0.68
ACE obs 1 0.43 0.72
ACE fcast * 1 0.34
Loss 1
* 1950-2002 



Benefit Over Always BuyBenefit Over Always Buy
Reduction in premium paid with Forecast strategy comparedReduction in premium paid with Forecast strategy compared
to Always Buy strategy for same level of volatility.to Always Buy strategy for same level of volatility.



Benefit Over Always SellBenefit Over Always Sell

Change inChange in
profit withprofit with
ForecastForecast
strategy overstrategy over
the Alwaysthe Always
Sell andSell and
Random SellRandom Sell
strategies forstrategies for
same premiumsame premium
sold.sold.



SummarySummary

•• Over a period of years the Over a period of years the ‘‘ForecastForecast’’ strategy strategy
provides clear additional profits over theprovides clear additional profits over the
Always Buy and Always Sell reinsuranceAlways Buy and Always Sell reinsurance
strategies.strategies.

•• Depending upon the ACE index trigger theseDepending upon the ACE index trigger these
profit margins are profit margins are 10-20% over Always Buy10-20% over Always Buy
and 10-30% over Always Sell.and 10-30% over Always Sell.

•• This is the first example of the practical valueThis is the first example of the practical value
of a seasonal US hurricane forecast.of a seasonal US hurricane forecast.


